Arraya Intune & AutoPilot Acceleration Services
THRIVING IN A CLOUD-BASED WORLD
In the past, when a new smart phone or laptop joined a company network, it did so
bearing IT’s fingerprints. Imaging, and later managing, the vast collection of devices end
users rely on used to be a hands-on, time-consuming chore for IT. This is no longer true
thanks to solutions such as Microsoft’s Intune and AutoPilot — and yet rolling out those
solutions presents another set of challenges.
Arraya Solutions’ Intune & AutoPilot Acceleration Services empower organizations to get
up and running with Microsoft’s suite of device management solutions faster. As part of
this service, Arraya’s subject matter experts work with onsite IT to plan and execute a
successful AutoPilot pilot deployment program. Furthermore, our engineers will provide
the administrative training needed to ensure onsite IT personnel are ready to complete
the journey from pilot to production.
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ABOUT ARRAYA
Arraya Solutions provides technology strategies and
solutions to propel your business forward. Through an
extensive offering of IT solutions, advisory, consulting,
staffing, and managed services, we empower our
customers to achieve impactful outcomes. Arraya
delivers the tools, talent and technological expertise
companies need to rise to the top of their field.
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